3,383 people attended film festival events

2,000 copies of JFS Disability Resource Guide distributed

1,574 STUDENTS AT SCREENINGS
YES Prep
Guthrie Center
Lamar H.S.
St. John’s
HSPVA
Beren Academy
Emery/Weiner

19 Sponsors and over 30 Collaborating Partners
96 Volunteers

Over 300 attended interfaith evening of inclusion

86% responding to surveys reported their perceptions of individuals with disabilities had changed after watching the film

Adaptive technologies and interpreters allowed broad participation in festival

WIDE MEDIA COVERAGE
5 television & 3 radio stations
Mayor of Houston PSA
Front page of Houston Chronicle and Star sections
Op Ed in Chronicle
Community newspapers
Jewish Herald Voice

“Now I understand the meaning of the word tenacity.”
—Sixth grade YES Prep student after meeting Enrique Oliu of Henry O!

Celebration Company photography workshop with Shooting Beauty’s Courtney Bent

35 moderators and panelists participated in post screening discussions

11 visual artists
3 art exhibitions

96% reported films as either good or very good

11 visual artists
3 art exhibitions

Mayor Annise Parker opened film festival

ReelAbilities Gives Back!
Donates adaptive wheelchairs to TIRR Memorial Hermann
Houston Jr. Hotwheels Team
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